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By December 2001, when this statement was recorded for release to al-Jazeera, to be shown on
or near Christmas Day, bin Laden was a fugitive, hunted by American-led forces in an assault on
the cave complex in the Tora Bora mountains, the former mujahidin base in eastern
Afghanistan. The rapid US conquest of Afghanistan had put an end to the concentration of
radical Islamic leadership, volunteers, and infrastructure in the country that had developed in
the late 1990s.
Physical assets were destroyed and personnel scattered; it was at this point that bin Laden
seems to have told his associates to disperse, and money was given to anyone with a viable plan
to launch attacks on Western interests.
While still denying that the US had any evidence against him to warrant the attack on
Afghanistan, bin Laden now delivered his most extended and passionate celebration of the
hijackers of 9/11. It was "not nineteen Arab states," but "nineteen post-secondary students who
shook America's throne;" they had struck a mighty blow at the destructive and usurious global
economy controlled by America, deployed along with military force to impose unbelief and
humiliation on the poor. Their feat, says bin Laden, was a response to daily injustice and
oppression, the killing of children in Palestine that is a modern version of the Pharaoh's killing
of Jewish children in Egypt. He states that the attackers have shown the way to a struggle
against America that is both financial and military, since it is just as important to strike at the
US economy by all means available as it is to fight US troops and those allied with them. The
coming fight, he warns, will be another, greater Vietnam for the USA. Its downfall will come, not
through bin Laden's agencies, dead or alive, but through the spiritual awakening of the umma,
manifest in the victorious jihad against the Soviet army, and now inspiring its sequel against
America.
--Praise be to God. We beseech Him for help and forgiveness. We seek refuge in God from the
evil of our souls and our bad deeds. He whom God guides will not go astray, and he whom He
leads astray can have no guide. I testify that there is no god but God alone, Who has no partners,
and I testify that Muhammad is His servant and messenger.
Three months after the blessed strikes against global unbelief and its leader America, and
approximately two months after the beginning of this vicious Crusader campaign against Islam,
we should discuss the meaning of these events, which have revealed things of the greatest
importance to Muslims. It has become all too clear that the West in general, with America at its
head, carries an unspeakable Crusader hatred for Islam. Those who have endured the ontinuous
bombing from American aeroplanes these last months know this only too well.
How many innocent villages have been destroyed, how many millions forced out into the
freezing cold, these poor innocent men, women, and children who are now taking shelter in
refugee camps in Pakistan while America launches a vicious campaign based on mere suspicion?
If America had evidence that could prove with a degree of certainty who did this deed [9/11],
then it would attribute it to Europe, to the IRA, for example. There were many ways in which it
could have dealt with the problem, but even though it was merely a matter of suspicion, the real,
ugly face of Crusader hatred for the Islamic world immediately manifested itself in all its clarity.
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At this point I would like to emphasize the fact that the struggle between us and America is of
the utmost gravity and importance, not only to Muslims but to the entire world. On what basis
does America accuse this group of emigrants who wage jihad for God's sake, against whom there
is no evidence other than that of injustice, oppression, and hostility?
The history of the Arab mujahidin who waged jihad for the grace of God Almighty is as clear as
can be. In the face of the Soviet Union's despicable terrorism against children and innocents in
Afghanistan twenty years ago, these Arab mujahidin rose up and left their jobs, universities,
families, and tribes to earn the pleasure of God, to help God's religion and to help these poor
Muslims.
It is inconceivable that those who came to help the poor people today came to kill innocents, as is
being alleged. History recounts that America supported everyone who waged jihad and fought
against Russia, but when God blessed these Arab mujahidin with going to help those poor
innocent women and children in Palestine, America became angry and turned its back, betraying
all those who had fought in Afghanistan.
What is happening in Palestine today is extremely clear, and something about which all of
humanity since Adam can agree. Some may get corrupted, and people differ on many issues, but
there are some whom God Almighty keeps from corruption, in contrast to those whose souls
have become deviant and have reached an excessive degree of oppression and hostility. But one
issue on which people are agreed, even if they themselves have been the victims of oppression and
hostility, is that you cannot kill innocent children.
The deliberate killing of innocent children in Palestine today is the ugliest, most oppressive, and
hostile act, and something that threatens all of humanity.
History knows that one who kills children, even if rarely, is a follower of Pharaoh. God Almighty
favoured the sons of Israel when He helped them escape from Pharaoh. "Remember when We
saved you from Pharaoh's people, who subjected you to terrible torment, slaughtering your
sons and sparing only your women." Slaughtering children was something for which the head
of oppression, unbelief, and hostility, Pharaoh, was famous, yet the sons of Israel have done the
same thing to our sons in Palestine. The whole world has witnessed Israeli soldiers killing
Muhammad al-Durreh and many others like him.
People across the entire world, both in East and West, are contravening their faiths by denying
these deeds, but America goes on supporting those oppressors and enemies of our sons in
Palestine. God Almighty has decreed that if someone reaches such an excessive degree of hostility
that he kills another unlawfully, this is the most abhorrent deed, but it is yet more abhorrent to kill
innocent children. God Almighty says: "On account of [his deed], We decreed to the Children of
Israel that if anyone kills a person—unless in retribution for murder or spreading corruption in
the land—it is as if he kills all mankind, while if any saves a life it is as if he saves the lives of all
mankind."
So in fact it is as if Israel—and those backing it in America—have killed all the children in the
world. What will stop Israel killing our sons tomorrow in Tabuk, al-Jauf and other areas? What
would the rulers do if Israel broadened its territory according to what they allege is written in
their false, oppressive, unjust books, which said that "Our borders extend as far as Medina"?
What will rulers do except submit to this American Zionist lobby?
Rational people must wake up, or what befell Muhammad al-Durreh and his brothers will
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happen tomorrow to their sons and women. There is no strength or power save in God.
The matter is extremely serious. This disgraceful terrorism is practised by America in its most
abhorrent form in Palestine and in Iraq. This terrible man, Bush Sr, was the reason for the
murder of over a million children in Iraq, besides all the other men and women [who have
been killed].
The events of 22nd Jumada al-Thani, or Aylul [September 11] are merely a response to the
continuous injustice inflicted upon our sons in Palestine, Iraq, Somalia, southern Sudan, and
other places, like Kashmir. The matter concerns the entire umma. People need to wake up from
their sleep and try to find a solution to this catastrophe that is threatening all of humanity.
Those who condemn these operations [9/11] have viewed the event in isolation and have failed to
connect it to previous events or to the reasons behind it. Their view is blinkered and lacks either a
legitimate or a rational basis. They merely saw others in America and the media decrying these
operations, so they did the same themselves.
These people remind me of the wolf who, seeing a lamb, said to it: "You were the one who
polluted my water last year." The lamb replied: "It wasn't me," but the wolf insisted: "Yes it
was." The lamb said: "I was only born this year." The wolf replied: "Then it was your mother
who polluted my water", and he ate the lamb. When the poor ewe saw her son being torn by the
wolf's teeth, her maternal feelings drove her to give the wolf a hard butt. The wolf cried out:
"Look at this terrorism!" And all the parrots repeated what he said, saying "Yes, we condemn the
ewe's butting of the wolf." What do you think about the wolf eating the ewe's lamb?
These blessed, successful strikes are merely a reaction to events in our land in Palestine, in
Iraq, and in other places. America has continued this policy with the coming of George Bush
Jr, who began his term with violent airstrikes on Iraq to emphasize the policy of oppression
and hostility, and to show that the blood of Muslims has no value.
This blessed reaction came by the grace of God Almighty, showing very clearly that this
haughty, domineering power, America, the Hubal of the age, is based on great economic power,
but it is soft. How quickly it fell from the sky, by the grace of God Almighty.
It was not nineteen Arab states that did this deed [9/11]. It was not Arab armies or ministries
who humbled the oppressor who harms us in Palestine and elsewhere. It was nineteen postsecondary students—I beg God Almighty to accept them—who shook America's throne, struck its
economy right in the heart, and dealt the biggest military power a mighty blow, by the grace of God
Almighty.
Here we have clear proof that this destructive, usurious global economy that America uses, together
with its military force, to impose unbelief and humiliation on poor peoples, can easily collapse.
Those blessed strikes in New York and the other places forced it to acknowledge the loss of more
than a trillion dollars, by the grace of God Almighty. And they used simple means—the enemy's
aeroplanes and schools—without even the need for training camps. God gave them the chance to
teach a harsh lesson to these arrogant people who think that freedom only has meaning for the
white race, and that other peoples should be humiliated and subservient, not even rising up
when they strike us, as they did previously in Iraq.
I say that American military power, as demonstrated recently in Afghanistan, where it poured
down all its anger on these poor people, has taught us great and important lessons in how to resist
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this arrogant force, by the grace of God Almighty.
By way of example, if the front line with the enemy is 100km long, this line should also be deep. In
other words, it is not enough for us to have a defense line 100, 200, or 300 metres deep. It
should be a few kilometres deep, with trenches dug all the way along and through it, so that the
intensity of the American bombing is exhausted before it destroys these lines, and so that light,
quick forces can move from one line to another and from one defense position to another.
We made use of this tactic after the intense American bombardment on the northern and Kabul
lines, and in this way the years pass and, with the will of God Almighty, America will not break
the mujahidin lines.
Furthermore, it is well known that there are two elements to fighting; there is the fighting itself
and then there is the financial element, such as buying weapons. This is emphasized in many
verses of the Qur'an, such as the following: "God has purchased the persons and possessions of the
believers in return for the Garden."
So the struggle is both financial and physical. Even if the distance between us and the American
military base is very great, and our weapons do not match up to their planes, we are able to soak up
the pressure of these strikes with our broad defense lines. And in another way it is possible to strike
the economic base that is the foundation of the military base, so when their economy is depleted
they will be too busy with each other to be able to enslave poor peoples.
So I say that it is very important to focus on attacking the American economy by any means
available. Here we have seen the real crime of those who claim to call for humanity and freedom.
Just a tiny quantity [of explosives]-7 grams' worth—is more than enough to account for anyone.
But America, in her hatred for the Taliban and for Muslims, drops bombs weighing 7 tons on our
brothers in the front lines. That is equivalent to seven thousand kilograms, or seven million
grams, even though 7 grams is more than enough for one person.
When the young men—we beg God to accept them—exploded less than two tons [of explosive]
in Nairobi, America said that this was a terrorist strike, and that this is a weapon of mass
destruction. But they have no qualms about using two bombs weighing seven million grams
each.
After the Americans bombed entire villages for no reason other than to terrify people and
make them afraid of hosting Arabs or going near them, their minister of defense got up and said
that that was their right, meaning effectively that they had the right to annihilate people so long
as they were Muslim and not American. This is the clearest and most blatant crime.
Everyone who hears them saying that they did such things "by mistake" knows that this is the
clearest and most brazen lie.
Some days ago, the Americans announced that they had hit al-Qaeda positions in Khost and had
dropped a bomb on a mosque, which they said was a mistake. After investigations it became clear
that scientists in Khost were saying their Ramadan evening prayers and had a meeting afterwards
with the hero mujahid sheikh Jalal al-Din Haqqani, one of the foremost leaders of the jihad
against the Soviets, who has resisted this American occupation of Afghan land. So they
bombed the mosque and the Muslims while they were at prayers, killing 105 of them. God
save Sheikh Jalal, we hope that He blesses his life.
This is Crusader hatred. So those who speak out and say that they condemn terrorism, but do not pay
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attention to the consequences, should take note. Our terrorism against America is a praiseworthy
terrorism in defense against the oppressor, in order that America will stop supporting Israel,
who kills our sons. Can you not understand this? It is very clear.
America and the western leaders always say that Hamas and Islamic Jihad in Palestine, and other
such militias, are terrorist organizations. If self-defense is terrorism, what is legitimate? Our
defense and our fight is no different to that of our brothers in Palestine like Hamas. We fight for
"There is no God but God." The word of God is the highest and that of God's enemies is the
lowest. So let us relieve the oppression of the poor people in Palestine and elsewhere.
Every possible analysis clearly shows all sensible Muslims should stand in the trenches, because this
is the most dangerous, aggressive, violent, and fierce Crusader war against Islam. With God's will,
America's end will not be far off. This will be nothing to do with the poor slave bin Laden,
whether dead or alive. With God's grace, the awakening has begun, which is one of the benefits of
these operations. I hope that God Almighty will take those young men to martyrdom and bring
them together with the Prophet, the martyrs, and the righteous.
Those young men did a very great deed, a glorious deed. God rewarded them and we pray that
their parents will be proud of them, because they raised Muslims' heads high and taught America a
lesson it won't forget, with God's will.
As I warned previously in an interview on the ABC channel, by involving itself in a struggle with
the sons of Saudi Arabia, America will forget the Vietnam crisis, with the grace of God
Almighty. What is yet to come will be even greater.
From Saudi Arabia fifteen young men set out—we pray to God to accept them as martyrs. They
set out from the land of faith, where lies the Muslims' greatest treasure, where faith returns, as our
Prophet rightly said, to Medina, just as the snake returns to its hole. Another two came from the
Eastern Peninsula, from the Emirates, another from the Levant, Ziad al-Jarrah, and another from
the land of Egypt, Mohammed Atta, may God accept all of them as martyrs.
With their actions they provided a very great sign, showing that it was this faith in their hearts
that urged them to do these things, to give their soul to "There is no god but God". By these deeds
they opened a great door for good and truth. Those we hear in the media saying that martyrdom
operations should not be carried out are merely repeating the desires of the tyrants, America
and its collaborators.
Every day, from east to west, our umma of 1200 million Muslims is being slaughtered, in
Palestine, in Iraq, Somalia, Western Sudan, Kashmir, the Philippines, Bosnia, Chechnya, and
Assam. We do not hear their voices, yet as soon as the victim rises up and offers himself on behalf
of his religion, people are outraged. 1200 million Muslims are being slaughtered without
anyone even knowing, but if anyone comes to their defense, those people just repeat whatever the
tyrants want them to say. They have neither common sense nor authority.
There is a clear moral in the story of the boy, the king, the magician, and the monk, of people
offering themselves for "There is no god but God". There is also another meaning, which is that
victory is not only a question of winning, which is how most people see it, but of sticking to your
principles.
God mentioned the people of the trench and immortalized their memory by praising them for
being resolute in their faith. They were given a choice between faith and being thrown into the
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fire. They refused not to believe in God, and so they were thrown into hell. At the end of the
story of the boy, when the tyrant king ordered that the believers should be thrown in the pit, a
poor mother came carrying her son. When she saw the fire she was afraid that harm would befall
her son, so she went back. But as the Prophet relates, her son told her: "be patient, mother, for
you are in the right."
No Muslim would ever possibly ask: what did they benefit? The fact is that they were killed—but
this is total ignorance. They were victorious, with the blessings of God Almighty, and with the
immortal heavens that God promised them. Victory is not material gain; it is about sticking to
your principles.
And in the sayings of our Prophet, there is the story about the uneducated boy, the magician and
the monk. One day, an animal was blocking the road, and the boy said, "Today, I'll find out
who is better, the monk or the magician." Because he was lacking in knowledge, he did not as yet
understand which one was better, so he asked God to show him. If the monk was more beloved to
God Almighty, then he would be able to kill the animal. So the boy picked up the rock and threw it
at the animal, and it dropped dead. The monk turned to him and said: "My son, today you are
better than me," even though he was far more knowledgeable than this ignorant young boy.
Nevertheless, God Almighty lit up this boy's heart with the light of faith, and he began to make
sacrifices for the sake of "There is no god but God".
This is a unique and valuable story which the youth of Islam are waiting for their scholars to
tell them, which would show the youth that these [the 9/11 attackers] are the people who have
given up everything for the sake of "There is no god but God", and would tell them what the
scholar told the boy: "Today, you are better than us."
This is the truth. The measure of virtue in this religion is, as the saying of our Prophet goes, the
measure of faith—not only collecting knowledge but using it. According to this yardstick,
whoever fights them [the unbelievers] physically is a believer, whoever fights them verbally is a
believer, and whoever fights them with his heart is a believer. Nothing can be more essentially
faithful than this. These people fought the great unbelief with their hands and their souls, and
we pray to God to accept them as martyrs.
The lord of martyrs Hamza bin Abd al-Muttalib, said that God illuminated a unknown man's
heart with faith, and he stood up against an unjust imam, who rebuked him and killed him, as
is written in the al-Jami al-Sahih.
He won a great victory that not one of the noble followers or companions could achieve. God
Almighty raised him up to the status of lord of the martyrs. This is something that our
Prophet emphasized. So how could any sane Muslim say, "What did he benefit from it?" This is
clear error and we ask God for good health.
God opened the way for these young men to tell America, the head of global unbelief, and its
allies, that they are living in falsehood. They sacrificed themselves for "There is no god but God."
We have spoken much about these great events, but I will sum things up by emphasizing the
importance of continuing jihadi action against America, both militarily and economically. America
has been set back, with the help of God Almighty, and the economic bleeding still goes on today.
Yet still we need more strikes. The youth should strive to find the weak points of the American
economy and strike the enemy there.
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Before I finish, I should mention these heroes, these true men, these great giants who erased the
shame from the forehead of our umma. I should like to recite some poetry in praise of them and
all those who follow the same path as Muhammad.
But before that, I would like to stress one point, which is that these battles going on round the
clock today in Afghanistan against the Arab mujahidin, and particularly the Taliban, have
clearly shown just how powerless the American government and its soldiers really are. Despite
the great developments in military technology, they can't do anything without relying on
apostates and hypocrites. So what is the difference today between Babrak Karma1, who brought
in the Russians to occupy his country, and the deposed president Burhan al-Din (and din
has nothing to do with him)? What difference is there between the two? One brought Russians
to occupy the land of Islam and the other brought Americans. As I said, this clearly shows the
weakness of the American soldier, by the grace of God Almighty. So you should seize this
chance, and the youth should continue the jihad and work against the Americans. I'll finish with
some lines of poetry in memory of those heroes from the land of Hijaz, the land of faith, from
Ghamid and Zahran, from Bani Shahr, from Harb, from Najd, and we pray to God to accept
them all, and in memory of those who came from Holy Mecca, Salem and Nawaf al-Hazmi,
Khaled al-Mihdhar, or those who came from Medina, the radiant, who left life and its
comforts for the sake of "There is no god but God".
I testify that these men, as sharp as a sword,
Have persevered through all trials.
How special they are who sold their souls to God,
Who smiled at Death when his sword gazed ominously at them,
Who willingly bared their chests as shields.
Though the clothes of darkness enveloped us and the poisoned tooth bit us, Though our homes
overflowed with blood and the assailant desecrated our land,
Though from the squares the shining of swords and horses vanished, And sound of drums was
growing
The fighters' winds blew, striking their towers and telling them: We will not cease our raids until
you leave our fields.
Peace be with you and all God's mercy and blessings.
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